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This paper takes a step forward in image and video coding by extending the well-known Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [5]
onto an extensive space of curved Riemannian manifolds. In particular, we
consider structured descriptors from visual data, namely Region Covariance
Descriptors (RCovD) and linear subspaces that reside on the manifold of
Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrices and the Grassmannian manifolds, respectively. We introduce the Riemannian version of the conventional VLAD, called R-VLAD, a new coding approach that enables fusing
δ
local descriptors on these curved spaces.
Figure 1: Illustration of the squared norm of the gradients vs distance for the projection distance
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denote the space of arbitrary d × p, 0 < p < d, matrices with orthogonal
columns, i.e., Grassmann manifold.
In VLAD [5], the input space Rd is partitioned into K Voroni cells by As such, we propose the following form of LDV for our general R-VLAD
descriptor.
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means of a codebook C with centers {ci }K
i=1 , ci ∈ R . For a query set
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X = {xt }t=1 , xt ∈ R extracted from an image or a video, the VLAD code
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.
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V ∈ RKd is obtained by concatenating K Local Difference Vectors (LDV) vi
storing the differences ci − xt in each cell, i.e.,
The gradients used in R-VLAD for the studied metrics are depicted in
Table 1.
vi = ∑ ci − xt ,
(1)
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This is an extended abstract. The full paper is available at the Computer Vision Foundation
webpage.
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